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Summary 

 
Company Purtech in Dals-Ed manufactures molded polyurethane (PUR). Examples of 
products that include polyurethane are car seats. Robots are used to fill the molds with 
PUR and to apply the release agent (wax) in the empty molds.  

Turning from online programming into a graphical offline programming of release 
agent spraying robots is going to simplify the process by:  

1. Applying less of release agent to avoid polluting environment, to produce an easier 
removal of moulds, for the sake of homogeneous moulds and for economical sav-
ing in the cost of release agent 

2. Adaption of spraying paths to variation in production speed. 
3. Programming of complex spraying trajectories to deal with sharp geometrical sub-

surface 
4. Decreasing onsite programming time (when program a new workpiece or modify 

an old one); so that robots would be free for production. 

While turning into offline programming brought the challenges of: 
1. Impact of variation in the production speed 
2. Lack of 3D models of workcell’s equipments  
3. Robot joint configuration when paths and robtargets are in move. 
4. Physical Joint limits, Singularities & Reach limits 
5. Collisions within the cell space. 

At the end, the following objectives are successfully met: 
1. Adaption of spraying programs to variation in production speed by developing and 

embedding a method in those programs. 
2. Graphical offline generation of spraying trajectories and optimization of those tra-

jectories to the Purtech condition of spraying allowed time for each carrier. 
3. Simulation of release agent spraying process; and producing of a well structured 

RAPID program that reflect the simulated process. 
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Symbols and glossary 

Accuracy  How well is a robot to move and visit a target in space that has not been taught 
previously  
Repeatability How accurate the same position can be reached if the motion is repeated 
many times 
Payload The weight the robot can carry and still remain within its other specifications 
Tool speed ability to move a tool on linear speed when tool moves along a curvilinear 
path  
Joint motion - motion where joint taking longest time to make the joint change governs 
the motion and the other joints are slowed in proportion so that all joints accomplish their 
joint changes simultaneously with the slowest joint  
Joint limits - either the soft limits or those physical hard limits which define the range of 
operating of a joint in a robot.  
Joint speed limits – the robot joints speed limit, which limits how fast the links of a robot 
may translate or rotate.  
Point-to-point motion start a move on all the available axes mapped to the Motion con-
figurations or as the tool is moved between targets 
OFP Offline programming of robots 
OLP Online programming of robots 
Continuous path motion - characterized by blending of motion between configurations 
or targets, usually with the loss of path accuracy at the target transitions, as the robot 
moves between configurations/targets.  
Forward kinematics is the problem of locating the position and orientation of the robot’s 
end link, given the joint angles. 
Inverse kinematics - is the problem of locating the robot’s joint angles, given the position 
and orientation of the end link. 
I/O - input/output which consist of ON/OFF signal values, threshold values, or analogue 
signal values which allow the control of or response to external devices/sensors as required 
to sequence Workcell operations.  
Programming language - The language and logical constructs used to control robot mo-
tion and to communicate with sensors and other devices in the cell..  
Multi Tasking Processing - ability to processing of multi program at a same time (con-
currently). 
Load capability - force and torque capability of the robot at its tool interface  
TCF tool or terminal control frame  
TCP tool/terminal control point  
Teach Pendant - A teach pendant is a device which can be used to control a robot re-
motely. 
PLC Programmable logical control 
PUR Polyurethane 
RA Release agent for de moulding process 
Mold Polyurethane foaming form 

http://www2.et.byu.edu/~ered/robotics/repeatability/repeatability.html�
http://www.wisegeek.com/what-are-pendants.htm�
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1 Introduction 

Company Purtech in Dals-Ed manufactures molded polyurethane (PUR). Examples 
of products that include polyurethane are car seats. Robots are used to fill the molds 
with PUR and to apply the release agent (wax) in the empty molds.  

1.1 Problem Analysis 
The programming of these robots is done on-line, but it is believed that there are 
gains to be made and a bunch of problem could be overcome by switching to off-line 
programming including: 
 Applying more of release agent will pollute environment. 
 The spraying paths are not adapted to variation in production speed. 
 Thicker release agent film will produce a hard removal of moulds. 
 Applying more than needed will produce a non homogeneous product. 
 Extremely high loss in the cost of release agent 
 Programming of complex and multiplex spraying trajectories for complex 

geometrical sub surfaces 
 Decreasing the on-site programming time; so that robots would be free for 

production, rather than programming 
 Decreasing the shutting down time of robots and equipments when program a 

new workpiece  
 Shut down production whenever a new batch is about to be queued.  
 The teach pendant unit is not accessible when running the production. 
 The sequence of teaching cannot be adjusted or changed in a simple way. 
 Operations are based on inaccurate mathematical calculations; so that the ro-

bot productivity isn’t efficiently utilized. 
 No simulation test could be done with graphical software programs. 
 The online program is not well structured, documented, commented or organ-

ized and is difficult to maintain. 
 Difficulties to add new parts or to program them without stopping produc-

tion. 
 Incapable to acquire CAD-CAM system. 
 Impossible to simulate the real behaviour of robots. 
 Require long changeover. 
 The sequence of operations and robot movements can be optimized or easily 

improved, once the basic program has been developed. 
 Previously created and tested procedures and routines can’t be reused. 

1.2 Limitation  
How fast the spraying pistol to move along the trajectory of release agent spraying will 
affect how good and easy the de-molding will be.  How fast the pouring head is mov-
ing on trajectory of polyurethane pouring will affect the distribution of the polyure-
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thane foam weight across the mould and consequently on final product weight distri-
bution. 
Different molds have different inner surface geometry, so that the robot should fol-
low different trajectories in order to assure good spray quality, some trajectories can-
not be followed by robots due to reacaibility of that robot or joint configuration prob-
lems. 
It is important to understand that once the two materials come together inside the 
gun to mix, they begin to react immediately as they mix and exit the spray gun. If all 
of the reacted material is not expelled from the gun once the trigger is released, the 
material will set-up and harden inside the gun. It is important to assure that all mix is 
expelled from the head within a specific period of time after mixing. Hardening time 
will affect required time to pour the polyurethane into the empty molds then closing 
the molds and then when the foam gets the final shape de-molding to get the final 
product.  
In general, it has been the following challenges that are encountered while working in 
the project: 
 How to synchronous  the moving spraying paths with the variation in produc-

tion speed 
 Lack of 3D models of workcell’s equipments  
 Robot joint configuration while the path and robtargets are in move. 
 Physical Joint limits 
 Singularities 
 Reach limits 
 Collisions within the cell space. 

1.3 Aim 
Robots are used to spray release agent and to pour polyurethane into empty molds, 
where materials should only be sprayed or poured to achieve exactly the final product 
weight distribution and homogeneous pentane. So the aim is to: 
Create improved robot off-line programs to gain: 
 Applying less of release agent to avoid polluting environmental  
 Adaption of spraying paths to variation in production speed. 
 Thinner release agent film will produce an easier removal of moulds,  
 Applying only required coating film will produce a homogeneous product. 
 Extremely savings in the cost of release agent 
 Programming of complex and multiplex spraying trajectories for complex 

geometrical sub surfaces 
 Decreasing the on-site programming time; so that robots would be free for 

production, rather than programming 
 Decreasing the shutting down time of robots and equipments when pro-

gramming a new workpiece  
 Coat the inner surfaces of empty molds completely. 
 High quality articles & long mould life (homogeneous pentane) 
 Less consumption of polyurethane (PUR will poured exactly to achieve the fi-

nal product weight distribution) 
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1.4 Selecting a Process to Work on  
Both of the release agent spraying process and polyurethane pouring process are 
working on a same workpiece which is a carrier/mold combinations, The robot 
engineer at Purtech has said that the company is facing difficulties with respect to 
release agent spraying with the robot and that the robot can’t finish in time (17.4 sec 
per carrier) due to fact that only one robot is there which is serving both lower and 
upper surfaces of the mold 
The robot engineer at Purtech has said that the company does not face any difficulties 
with respect to polyurethane pouring with robots. Two robots are there to pour poly-
urethane and only on the lower surface of the mold and that the robot TCP is pouring 
only in XY plane which is much easier than spray process in 3D 
So the most complex process of release agent spray is chosen to model and simulate 
in order to develop an optimized offline program. 

1.5 Approach 
 Problems Definition & Analysis 
 System Limitations 
 System Functions & Behaviour 
 Modeling of the workcell 

• Modeling of robot system.  
• Modeling of the release agent spraying tool.  
• Modeling of the molds. 
• Modeling of carriers of the molds. 
• Modeling of production track conveyor. 
• Modeling of the conveyor sensor that produces strobe when carrier ar-

rived at a specific point to connect the correspondent spray path to the 
carrier and to tell the robot system to start spray  

• Modeling of fences and physical separations. 
 Selection of offline Graphical simulation tool 
 System Simulation & Programming 

• Simulate release agent spraying process.  
• Create improved robot programs off-line. 
• Building of equations that connecting variation in production speed with 

the moving spraying paths and to embed these equations in the offline 
programs to automatically adapt to variation in production speed. 

 Test the enhanced program in the real robot cell (at PTC or at Purtech) 
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2 Background 

Production of polyurethane based car seats is depending composite of multi processes 
which are done in sequential basis. Main process is spraying release agent onto the 
inner surfaces of molds while the second process is to pour polyurethane into the 
lower inner surface of molds; those two processes would be investigated and studied 
in this chapter. 

2.1 Basic of Polyurethane  
Polyurethane could be thought as a linear relation between the hydroxyl component 
and the nitrogen component in which every have a functionality of two. This can be 
represented by the following: Isocyanate + Polyol = Polyurethane 
Polyurethane is made by mixing together the hardness and softness chemicals of Iso-
cyanate and Polyol, and then they react to form the polymer Polyurethane. 

The production of uniform final products depends precisely on the ratio index of 
the mixing process of hardness and softness. As soon as Isocyanate and Polyol react 
to form the Polyurethane, the mix of liquid turns more and more to a thick forming a 
solid shape. The reaction is a heat-releasing process so there is an involvement of 
heat. The figure  1 shows how polyurethane get expelled from robot pouring head. 

2.1.1 Selection Criteria 
There are no hard rules for optimize polyurethane final product, the basic idea is that 
the chemical and physical properties of the Isocyanate and Polyol mix are controlling 
the process to produce polyurethane final product. 

 

 
Figure 1 Polyurethane pouring process by a robot head gun 
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The success is resulting from appropriate formulation selection with a good se-
lected processing parameters and mould geometry. The process in which liquid poly-
mers are converted to elastic polymer or solid glazed is considered as basic to the 
manufacturing of polyurethane products. 

2.1.2 Polyurethane Pouring Guns 
Polyurethane is manufactured and produced by mixing mainly two liquid streams. The 
isocyanates and polyols. When hardening, polyurethane is forming a plastic-like or 
rubber-like compound that may be used in many applications especially in manufac-
turing soft furniture and in deep car seats 
Mix Guns  

In order to use polyurethane spray gun properly, the gun should be equipped with 
a technology for impingement mixing so that the mix of the chemicals is done prop-
erly inside the gun. Pouring and injection applications can incorporate a variety of 
different mixing but here will be focused on spraying. 

It is quite important to remember that as soon as the two materials (chemicals) 
come together inside the gun, they start to react immediately when they are mixed and 
exit the gun. If not all of the reacted material is expelled and removed from the gun 
once the trigger is activated, the material will harden inside the gun, causing a block in 
the main gun’s channel of spraying, figure 2 shows the mixing mechanism of Poly and 
Iso inside the robotically pouring head. 

 
Figure 2 Polyurethane got mixed inside the robot head gun 
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2.2 Polyurethane Guns purge 

The functions that assure this scenario not to happen inside the spray gun are 
called ‘Gun purge’ or simply purging. There exist three basic purge systems that 
provide multi advantages with different disadvantages; they are mechanical 
purge, air purge and solvent purge. While the last one (solvent purge) is not that 
popular in spraying foams as it is in coatings, figure 3 shows . 

2.2.1 Mechanical Based Purge 
Mechanical purge has two functions in the spray gun. A valve pin is set inside the 
mixing room in the gun. When the gun is not triggered, the valve pin remains closed 
to block the two chemical ports. Once the gun is triggered, the valve pin withdraws; 
opens the two chemical ports to let the two chemicals will mix up in the chamber of 
the gun as shown in figure4.Also when the trigger is released, the pin comes forward 
to close off the two chemical ports and mechanically cleans the remaining mixed 
chemicals and expelling them out of the gun. 

 

2.2.2 Air Based Purge 
Air purge guns is basically similar to mechanical purge, except the method of purging 
from mixing chamber of gun is done using a quick blast of air as shown in figure5. 

 

 
Figure 3 purging mechanism diagram [11] 

 
Figure 4 View of mechanical purge operation [11] 
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2.2.3 Solvent Based Purge 
Solvent purge is not that popular and does require flushing the solvent that used in 
cleaning (wash out the mix chamber in the gun). This is considered because of the 
solvents cost extra money, and as well it needs to washed out in a proper way (again 
extra money), and they considered to be harmful to the environment. 

2.3 Release Agent 
A release agent is mix of chemical that could take a form of wax based or water based 
and is used and sprayed mainly for easy de-molding and to get rid of after reaction’s 
bonding between moulds and the inner surfaces of molds. Release agent is widely 
used in plastic, PUR, rubber and tire industries. 
When applying release agent with very thin coat (such as 0.01 mm thick), the results 
introduces many advantages. Advantages include easily removal of moulds, clean 
forms, nearly no holes in moulds, and a very high savings in the consumed release 
agent quantities and the cost. Also, it is recommended to apply less of release agent in 
order to avoid polluting environment. 

 

 
Figure 5 View air purge operational [11] 

 
Figure 6 Illustration of release agent spray distribution 
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Figure 6 a shows how even a same quantity of release agent could be sprayed in two 
shape, a flat spray distributes the quantity in wider area with thin film while cone spray 
distributes the quantity in narrower area with thick film, figure 6 b shows how even 
lower quantities of release agent got distributed with wider area for easier de-molding 
and less damage to environment. 
The release agent spray pressure affects the quality of the final spray so that higher 
pressure reduce the droplets, it is considered as an advantage here, while it is increases 
the quantities flowed through the tip, and it is considered as a disadvantage here. 

2.4 Wax Spraying Pistol  
A wax spray pistol consists of multi types of spray heads, some provide one spray 
nozzle, some with two and the rest are using four nozzles to spray, figure7 shows the 
basic spray workcell, actually using the last method will indeed reduce the number of 
robots needed and provides the specialized robotic spraying equipment developed 
specifically for the demanding requirements of robotic release agent wax spraying. 
When writing programs for the sake of a robot wax spraying task, one very important 
point for conductive spraying is the positioning of the tool centre point of the focal 
length in front of the target. The tool centre point preferred to be set at around 
300mm from the part. 

2.5 Programming of Robot  
Programming is basically series of actions and when executed in the order specified 
in the program, execute specific tasks or understand specific process. Different types 
of programming languages are used to achieve those tasks. 
Robot Programming should deal with two purposes 
 defining a task 
 controlling the execution of the task 

 
Figure 7 Robotic Wax Spraying Cell 
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In general, a computer programming language should guarantee three common facili-
ties for any programmer to implement and execute an algorithm: data storage, and 
flow of control of data manipulation and data manipulation.  
But when it comes to the robot programming language, we should expect that the 
robot language should provide additional features to the listed three facilities:  
 Data storage: should support world modeling.  
 Flow of control: should support sensor based actuator feedback control.   
 Data manipulation: should support motion commands.  

Also, a robot programming language should be able to provide commands for syn-
chronization with incoming events and in-between processes. 
Mainly, three levels of robot programming could be considered (see figure8). 

 
A popular classification of robot programming is based on-line and off-line pro-
gramming. The focus next will be on the applied procedure of programming of indus-
trial robots. 

2.6 Classified Methods of Programming Industrial Robots 
Most robot release agent spray operations are still programmed online, such as online 
programming, online testing, online measurement...Etc. The popular method in pro-
gramming industrial robot is called programming by teaching, which is attended for 
simple geometrical models. For more complex models of workpiece, it is recom-
mended to consider the ’offline programming’.  

In offline programming, the popular method is the graphical programming with off-
line programming software. No need to access a robot in order to develop the pro-
gram. 

In general, robot programming methods are normally classified to: 

 On-line programming methods, where a robot is used to generate the program. 

 Off-line programming methods, where there is no need to access the robot in 
order to develop the control program.  Well at least, no need until the final test of 
the program. It is basically consisting of writing a program using a text-based ro-

 
Figure 8 levels of robot programming flow chart 
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bot programming language like ‘Siemens Process Simulate’ or ‘ABB Robotstudio’, 
figure 9 shows the main methods used in the robot programming. 

It is possible to have both methods as a hybrid programming method which provides 
the advantages of both online and offline methods. Another approach is called ‘im-
plicit programming’ where the programmer only provides the target of the task, and 
then deeper detailed by the planner until the execution level is reached. Disadvantage 
is that this method has high complexity and require deep planning systems that are 
mostly non available for users within industries [12]. 

2.7 The Online Based Programming of Robots (OLP) 
Sometimes it is called ‘programming by teach-in’ or ‘programming by guiding robot’. 
This method involves manipulating the robot arm physically through the actions and 
motion steps to be done. Robot system is usually recorded positions and trajectories. 
 
On-line programming involves different methods such as: 

 Teach in based OLP  
 Play back based OLP 
 Master slave based OLP 
 Sensors based OLP 

2.7.1 ‘Teach in’ a Robot 
The ‘teach in’ is the most popular method of ‘point to point programming’ and con-
tinuous path robots to drive the industrial robot through the task job. This method 
involves driving the robot through the task, basically through the manual control 
‘teach pendant’ and then when a targeted point is reached, the skilled operator saves 
coordinates to robot memory. The generated trajectory to move in-between two posi-
tion points of the trajectory can be defined as the motion of one single axis or two, 
three or sometimes more axes involve moving. 

Teaching the robot is a process of ‘online programming’. The teaching method is 
considered as the most used method in the industry, specifically for simple move-
ments. In general the torch and its assembly are first installed on the robot wrist, the 

 
Figure 9 Main methods of robot programming 
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operator uses a manual control and programming unit called teach pendant which 
enables manually jogging the robot and drives the TCP to the targeted position, and 
then saves these positions in a series of steps of movement instructions.  

Thus, a skilled operator drives the TCP position after position along the spray scan 
direction till the targeted surface is coated completely. In this spray process, the TCP 
projection distance should be kept fixed while the orientation of TCP projection 
should be also kept vertical to the surface. If the workpiece is quite simple, then it is 
obvious to define the trajectory manually. Even so this method will consume much 
time as soon as the workpiece started to be more complex, while the spray quality 
begins to rely on the skill of the operator.  

2.7.2 Master Slave Based Programming 
It is basically intended to focus on robot’s joint level where the robot needs to carry a 
big weight. Accordingly this programming method involves deep knowledge of the 
kinematic structure of the robot. 

2.7.3 Playback Based Programming 
The method is specially used by applications that don’t need any high accuracy; robot 
is being taken directly along object path manually by a programmer/operator. When 
the main robot controller asked for the position of the robot axes then it is stored by 
a button press. 

2.7.4 Sensors Based Programming 
This programming method is started with getting a supported robot points/positions 
and movements, measuring of those robot positions are done by teach pendant. 
Then, the robot path is determined within the robot motion by getting a help from 
independent sensors from a robot controller.  

2.7.5 Online Programming on Balance 
Online programming has some advantages over the other types of robot program-
ming methods. 

ONLINE PROGRAMMING ADVANTAGES 

 Very simple to implement. 
 The robot positions which are manually taught using pendant are the only 

points which can be reached by the robot. 
 Programming is done in accordance with the real position of robot cell 

equipment and pieces. 

ONLINE PROGRAMMING DISADVANTAGES 

 Difficult to implement in risky or hazardous cases. 
 The teach pendant unit is not accessible when running the production. 
 The sequence of teaching cannot be adjusted or changed in a simple way. 
 It is not adapted for large robots. 
 Shut down production (small batch sizes).  
 Difficulties to generate well structured, complicated programs 
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2.8 The Offline Based Programming of Robots (OFP) 
This method is about writing a text file which has to include the robot control pro-
gram, instructions and declarations of tools, work object robot targets, and variables 
which are needed to execute a series of instructions. 
Several requirements are mandatory in order to start with offline robot programming 
such as 
 Geometric modeling and calibration of the Workcell,  
 Programming of the robot 
 Downloading the program to the robot system. 
 Extra programming. 
 Test running of the complete system. 

Offline robot programming is a leading field of research within the industrial robotics 
branch. According to the ‘International Federation of Robotics’, as of 2007 over 1 
million robots are installed for industrial applications worldwide and about 100,000 
additional robots are being sold each year. Nowadays about 1% of those robots are 
programmed with offline robot programming (CAD/CAM). Just for the sake of 
comparison, about 70% of CNC machines are programmed using CAD computer 
aided design and manufacturing software [14]. Basic components are illustrated in 
figure10. 

 
The different methods of off-line programming are: 
 Alphanumeric based offline programming 

 
Figure 10 Basics of off-line programming [12] 

Program model 
offline from 
CAD 
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 Graphical based offline programming 
 Know-based offline programming 

2.8.1 Alphanumeric Based OFP 
This method is basically intended to develop a robot control program using of key-
board to enter commands, instructions, positions, etc, to build a text file in a text edi-
tor. To develop and get start with this method, it is mandatory to have deep knowl-
edge in the robot programming language like commands, instructions, defining coor-
dinate systems, robot position coordinates, tool configuration and orientation, etc. 

2.8.2 Graphic Based OFP  
This method is considered the most advanced within the offline programming of ro-
bots; it provides for example a full solution spraying process, starting from path and 
trajectory generation and optimization.  
Graphic programming support process of simulation of the 3D robot working cell. In 
order to start graphical robot programming, programmer has to have deep Knowl-
edge of the process as well as 3D rooms’ models and Kinematics and dynamic models 
robots, tools, petitioners and conveyor within the Workcell therefore it is possible to 
simulate operations and verify them graphically and visualize them. 
It is possible to find a lot of software that are working with this method, such as, Sie-
mens Process Simulate, Robotmaster, ABB Robotstudio, , RobCad, …etc. in general  
every robot manufacturer has developed his own software for his own robots. 

2.8.3 Know Based OFP  
This method is considered as the higher level and the most advanced in off-line pro-
gramming for industrial robot, it is basically based on the how deep is there about the 
knowledge of work to be performed. Based on the task to be performed and the pre-
vious collected knowledge on similar tasks, a smart system is developed to study the 
task and then generates a robot program. 

2.8.4 Offline Programming on Balance 
Offline programming has some advantages over the other types of robot program-
ming methods. 

OFF-LINE PROGRAMMING ADVANTAGES 

 Because operations are based on accurate mathematical calculations, there will 
be an increase of robot productivity and efficiency. 

 No shut down of production while programming, instead a continuous pro-
duction until downloading 

 Programs is well structured, documented, commented and organized and 
could be easily be maintained, modified. 

 Possible to add new parts and program them without stopping the produc-
tion. 

 Capability to acquire of CAD-CAM system. 
 Possibility to Simulate of the real behaviour of specific robots. 
 A quite short changeover. 
 The sequence of operations and robot movements can be optimized or easily 

improved, once the basic program has been developed. 
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 Reusing of previously created and tested procedures and routines. 
 Using of simulation graphical software; programs could be easily tested and 

verified. 

OFF-LINE PROGRAMMING DISADVANTAGES 

 High expenses before downloading program into robots (programming, soft-
ware and applications, worker, etc.). 

 Calibration is always needed when testing in real world. 
 Positions are inaccurate due to fact that models are not 100% similar to real-

ity. 

2.9 ABB Robotstudio (Graphical Offline Programming Soft-
ware) 

Robotstudio is industrial software, which has been developed by the company ABB, 
being only suitable for robots of this brand [13]. 
The main software features are: 

CAD MODELS IMPORT 

Robotstudio is able to easily import most CAD format including STEP, CATIA, 
ACIS, IGES, VDAFS and VRML. 

AUTOMATIC GENERATION OF PATHS WITH ‘AUTOPATH’ 

To get rid of one of the most time consuming operation of curve generation, Ro-
botstudio capable of automatically generates robot positions needed to follow a 
path/curve using of CAD model of the object to be processed. 

OPTIMIZATION OF THE PATH  

Robotstudio enable an automatic detection and warning of motions in close to singu-
larities, Robotstudio can optimize singularity, acceleration, speed to minimize the cy-
cle period.  

COLLISION DETECTION FEATURE 

Robotstudio is capable of automatic detection of any collision among selected objects 
when the robot program run and execute, so Robotstudio prevents costly damage by 
monitoring and visualization any collision in the selected operation and objects. 

ADDITIONAL FEATURES 

ABB Robotics is providing features solution for special applications such as painting, 
spraying, arc & spot welding and packaging. 

2.10  Acquisition of the CAD file 
To start a graphic programming, a 3D CAD geometrical model of workpiece is re-
quired. If the original 3D CAD model is unavailable, then it should be built by con-
structing a simple model that details the surface of the workpiece for example model-
ing the surface to be sprayed in CAD software like: Catia, SolidWorks, etc. In case of 
complex workpiece, a reverse engineering could be considered to obtain the 3D geo-
metrical model surface of the workpiece by laser scanner system. The 3D model can 
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then be recreated from the scanned points [16]. This method is very beneficial for 
complex workpiece which lacks CAD files. 

2.11 Offline programming for PUR Pouring and Wax spraying 
of 3D surfaces 

The quality of final PUR product is a function of the gun trajectory. The generation of 
the trajectory represents a core part of work with industrial robots. The spraying tra-
jectory is designed as a function of the workpiece surface. 
Demands on robot programs for PUR pouring and Wax spraying have increased over 
the last years. Accurate programs are needed to ensure the desired foam thickness and 
the distribution of the foam weight over the moulds. 

2.11.1 First Step: Acquiring CAD data  
The generated CAD data during the design process should be imported and used for  
programming & simulation purpose, if there is lack of those geometrical 3D models 
then they should be done by reverse engineering using for example a laser scanner. 
Scanning an object with a laser scanner ends in a points cloud, and then a simple sur-
face reflecting the real surface of the model could be generated. 

2.11.2 Second Step: Robot Graphical Programming 
The robot program is created using of CAD models data. In this stage the path strat-
egy for moving along the surface of the part is defined, it is recommended to define 
the path parameters such as speed, distances, etc.). 
The simulation of the motion of robot can be implemented with a different view for 
the sake of visualization, can detect and warn against possible collision. If the path 
definition is finished, a directly executable robot program can be generated.  

2.11.3 Third Step: Simulation Polyurethane Pouring Process 
To simulate a process, it involves simulation of complex robot inverse kinematics. 
Robot kinematics: manufacturers of industrial robot worldwide are currently design-
ing and producing simulation software specifically designed to their own robots, for 
example the Robotguide for Fanuc robotics and the Robotstudio for ABB robotics, 
etc. These software applications are capable of importing 3D models of robot cell, 
different models of robots, workpiece in order to generate the desired path in a virtual 
3D workspace.  
It is quite straightforward to work on the virtual robot in order to simulate the path 
and the sequence of robot’s movement in order to verify the robot reachibility, and 
also to detect and warn against possible collisions [17].  
During the simulation, when a given joint reaches its limit, the robot will not continue 
to move and instead it will stop the execution of the movement along the path. In this 
situation, orientations of some points on the path have to be adjusted or the work-
piece position has to be changed to reach all points on the path [8-9]. In spraying 
process, using of simulation software applications is increasingly popular.  

2.12 Calibration  
If the process simulations are gone well and we are quite satisfied with the results, 
then it is time to download the robot program to the controller. Prior to do any test, 
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an important and small procedure has to be performed; it is called ‘calibration’. The 
offline robot program will not be run and performed correctly in real robot without 
executing a touch up (calibration). This task allows synchronizing of the TCP and the 
workpiece position between the real robot and the virtual robot. 

Basically, the robot’s TCP should be defined and on a real robot, and then brought 
back to an offline programming software to modify the original definition. And only 
then the virtual robot can be used as a pointer to point out the coordinates of 2 or 3 
points on the workpiece. The real robot is then brought back to the same positions to 
modify and alter the workpiece position in real world. At this point the calibration is 
completed and both the real robot and the virtual robot are mutually synchronized.  
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3 METHOD & ANALYSIS 

Purtech is the company owning few production lines of car seats for different vehicle 
models, the largest and most active production line was selected to investigate and 
research for possibilities to turn programming of its robots to offline. 

3.1 Flow Sequence of Production Cycle 
The production cycle of car seats in Purtech is done in eight sequential stages; three 
stages are automated while the remaining five stages are done manually. Interesting 
point to notice here is that all tasks and jobs are done while molds and carriers are in 
move (e.g. waxing, cleaning, de-molding, installing clips and pouring polyurethane are 
done while molds and carriers are in move). 

3.1.1 Sequential Stages of Cushions Production 
1- Determining molds models on each carrier and insert information into the 

main control program prior to run production line , manual process (stage 1) 
2- Cleaning molds and carriers, manual process (stage 2)  
3- Spraying of release agent, semi automated process (stage 3) 
4- Installing of cushion metal nets into the molds, manual process (stage 4) 
5- Installing of cushion clips into the molds, manual process (stage 5) 
6- Pouring of Polyurethane, automated process (stage 6) 
7- Reaction, automated process (stage 7) 
8- De-molding, manual process (stage 8) 

3.1.2 Production Cycle Timing requirements 
1. Carriers existed in the cycle  30 carriers  
2. Carriers with closed molds  18 carriers 
3. Carriers with open molds  12 carriers 
4. Carrier time(time to move a complete carrier) 17.4 sec,  
5. The total production cycle time  8.7 min (30x17.4) 
6. The closing molds time (reaction phase) 5.2 min (18x17.4) 
7. The waxing time   17.4 sec for each carrier 
8. The polyurethane pouring time  17.4 sec for each carrier 

3.1.3 PUR pumping & WAX spraying onsite specifications 
 Polyurethane got poured with a controllable flow speed. 
 Polyurethane got mix with a controllable index of the components mix 
 Polyurethane mix index is varying between 75% to 95% 
 Polyurethane pouring gun got moved in only (x,y) plane over mold when 

pouring. 
 Wax got sprayed with a constant flow speed  
 Wax got sprayed with a controllable pressure 
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 Wax spray gun should be kept 30cm away and perpendicular to the target sur-
face 

 ABB robot 6600 of polyurethane pouring process has the forth link fixed so 
that the hydraulic pipes, polyol pipes and Isocyanate pipes won’t got damaged. 

3.1.4 Production Cycle Illustration 
We are now in a position to draw and sketch how the production line of car seats gets 
cycled; illustration of how different stages are located is shown in figure11. 

 

Descriptions and details of those eight sequential stages of the production cycle of car 
seats cushions at Purtech are given as per the following: 

STAGE 1: MOLD MODEL DETECTION  

 
Figure 11 Schematic diagram of car seats production cycle 
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In this stage, all molds are being investigated manually to decide the model type and 
size of the those molds, initially there exist multiple models of car seats molds at the 
same production cycle different size as well so each model will have different TCP 
trajectories of wax spraying and polyurethane pouring. 

STAGE 2: CLEANING MOLDS 

When the de-molding operation is done; remains and residue of pouring PUR opera-
tion should be removed from the molds completely; so that the molds will be pre-
pared for the next cycle of production.  

STAGE 3: SPRAYING OF RELEASE AGENT 

One ABB 2400 Robot is programmed to spray release agent (wax) onto the empty 
molds, the trajectory is pre taught based on the mold model; so the inner surface of 
molds (both upper and lower surfaces) should be coated with wax in order to easily 
de-mold the moulds and without hurting the produced cushions. Waxing trajectory is 
moving in the same speed and direction of the production line speed and direction. 

STAGE 4: INSTALLING OF CUSHION CLIPS 

 Workers are installing clips into the molds in a manual process; the clips should be 
installed with specific orientation; which a camera vision system is checking up those 
orientations to detect whatever fails in the installation for later classification. 

STAGE 5: INSTALLING OF CUSHION METAL NET 

Workers are installing metal frame into the molds in a manual process; the metal 
frame are used later for fixing cushions to the vehicles. 

STAGE 6: POURING OF POLYURETHANE 

Two large ABB 6600 Robots are programmed to pour active components of polyure-
thane into the empty molds, those robots are large enough to carry and move the 
pouring gun. The trajectory is pre taught based on the mold model while the speed of 
the pouring head will decide the distribution of the polyurethane foam weight across 
the mould due to fact that the polyurethane is poured through the gun with a constant 
speed of pumping. Polyurethane trajectory is moving in the same speed and direction 
of the production line speed and direction. 

STAGE 7: REACTION 

As soon as active components of polyurethane are mixed and poured into the empty 
molds, they start to react; at this stage molds are being closed to let those active com-
ponents react and form the shape of the molds, the magnification process is lasting 
for less than 2 minutes. 

STAGE 8: DE-MOLDING   

When the reaction process of the active components of polyurethane is accomplished; 
and the foam has taken the shape of the molds, at this moment the magnification of 
the foam is done and the molds is opened while a manual operation for taking out the 
moulds is started (called de-molding). 
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3.2 Target Stages 
Figure 12 shows how different stages behaves on the production cycle, stages which 
have been robotized; required to efficiently perform the allocated tasks.  

The first point to derive from figure is that the thesis project is targeting stages num-
ber 3 and 6 of spraying release agent and pouring of polyurethane respectively, the 
current situation of Purtech’s robots are basing on online teaching; and it is believed 
that switching to offline programming will gain both quality and quantity.  

 
Figure 12 Illustration of possible target stages within the production cycle 
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3.3 Suggested Method 
The robot Workcell should be modelled in order to determine and derive the best 
possible trajectories for TCP to move on in order to accomplish and optimize the 
tasks of spraying of release agent and to simulate that process in the time constraints 
and other cycle parameters. 
Demands on robot programs for wax spray have increased over the last years. Accu-
rate programs are needed to ensure the desired foam thickness and the distribution of 
the foam weight over the moulds. 
Three steps in sequence will be performed as a method to get project done, those 
steps are: 

 First Step: Modeling of workcell and acquisition of 3D CAD files 
 Second Step: Robot offline graphical Programming 
 Third Step: Simulation of the Release Agent Spraying Process 
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4 WORK TO TURN TO GRAPHICAL OF-
LINE PROGRAMMING 

The quality of final wax coat is a function of the gun trajectory. The generation of the 
trajectory represents a core part of work with industrial robots. The spraying trajec-
tory is designed as a function of the workpiece surface. 

4.1 First Step: Modeling of workcell and acquisition of 3D 
CAD files 

Different parts and equipments, as well as a spraying pistol and an ABB robot should 
be 3D modelled and virtually positioned to say at the end that the complete release 
agent workcell has been modelled. So the first step is to list all those parts and equip-
ments as below: 

1- ABB 2400 robot. 
2- Release agent spraying pistol. 
3- The production track conveyor. 
4- Carriers of molds. 
5- Different Molds models. 
6- Conveyor sensor that produces strobe when carrier arrived at a specific point 

to connect the correspondent spray path to the carrier and to tell the robot 
system to start spray  

7- Onsite fences and physical separations which limits the robot reachibility. 

4.1.1 Initial problem 
After the starting of the project, it became clear that Purtech has lack of 3D CAD 
models of some key parts and equipments; actually the only available 3D model out of 
the mentioned previous list were four molds models but even though they were 
locked for visualization purpose only.   

4.1.2 Suggested Solutions 
The lack of the geometrical 3D models of some key parts and equipments have 
turned the focus into applying of reverse engineering to re-create those 3D models, 
investigating some realistic solutions to overcome the problem such as: 

1- Using a 3D laser scanner, scanning an object with a laser scanner ends in a 
points cloud, and then a simple surface reflecting the real surface of the model 
could be generated. 

2- Disassemble those key parts and equipments, draw and sketch these subparts 
using of 3D software and to combine them later to recreate the correspondent 
3D models. 

The first option was preferred at the beginning due to the fact that using of 3D scan-
ner will gain: 
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1- The created model with 3D scanner is often accurate. 
2- The process of scanning the targeted parts and equipments with 3D scanner 

and producing of 3D CAD models could be done within single day. 
3- The process of scanning objects doesn’t include disassembling those objects. 

But when it came to the cost, it was expensive to buy one of those 3D scanners from 
the market which is varying between 100,000SEK and 300,000SEK, and then the first 
option to use 3D scanner has been neglected and dropped. 
The second option to disassemble objects into subparts then to draw these subparts 
has been selected to model carriers of molds, production conveyor, spray pistol, 
spray/conveyor track sensor and finally to model fences and physical separations.  

4.1.3 Creating a Tool & Equipment  Mechanism and Saving Poses 
The workcell has some parts and equipments which require rotational or prismatic 
motion over one or more joints; ABB Robotstudio is embedded with method to cre-
ate mechanism; therefore it considered to create a mechanism to reflect these re-
quirements by inserting and declaring: 

1- The correspondent links (base link and others) 
2- Joints types, axis of motion,,, etc. 
3- Frames 
4- Calibration  

The spraying pistol’s mechanism has been created through the previous procedure; 
and while completing the mechanism creation and in order to use it, the following 
procedure shall be considered: 
A specific poses of that tool will be used later on such as forward position and upward 
position; so they are set, named and saved, Figure 13 a and b shows the window to 
create mechanism for a tool and a part 

4.1.4 Creating a Conveyor Mechanism 
It is considered a main mechanism in many system kinds in which the whole system 
could be orientated around it. 
To start build a conveyor mechanism, one should be aware of the following data: 

1- Conveyor length 
2- Position of the calibration frame 
3- Start position and end position. 
4- Total attachment point 
5- Pitch (which is related directly to the size of the workpiece) 
6- Parts’ dimensions that are carried by the conveyor. 
7- Conveyor connection point (to connect paths) 

Figure 13 c shows window to create mechanism for a conveyor in Robotstudio. 
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4.1.5 Setting the transition Time 
When specific poses are created and saved; it is highly recommended to set the transi-
tion time to move in between any couple of them, and to match it with reality. 
ABB Robotstudio is equipped with a window type instruction box that could be 
modified to set the transition time of any part of mechanism that is moving in be-
tween those poses. 
Carriers move in between open pose (80 degrees angle as per Purtech requirements) and 
close pose (0 degree angle) have been performed using of the previous procedure, figure 
14 shows the set transition window in Robotstudio. 

           
A  B  C  

Figure 13 Create a mechanism windows, ABB Robotstudio 

 
Figure 14 Setting transition time of a mechanism window, ABB Robotstudio 
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4.1.6 Creating I/O Digital Signals 
• ABB Robot has a possibility to be equipped with a multi I/O digital signals 

that are possible to set, reset and read either directly in program or during 
graphical offline. 

• Signals should be inserted into specific unit, should also be named and 
mapped, good to notice that all signals are reached by their names 

Figure 15 shows the Robotstudio window to create an I/O signal  

4.1.7 Creating Events 
In order to move a given mechanism to a specific pose within the offline program using 
of digital signals, a procedure should be considered and performed in order to create 
an event which is getting digital signals as input and mode mechanism to pose as an 
output. 
Spraying Pistol Case Example 
 Mechanism has been created (links, a joint and a frame) 
 Two poses are saved  
 Transition time is set. 
 Two digital signals are created in which the first digital signal to be connected 

to move mechanism forward while the second digital signal to be connected 
to move mechanism upward. 

 Two event are created in which the first is to move the spraying pistol forward 
and could be programmed by setting a corresponding digital signal while the 
second event is to move the spraying pistol upward and could be programmed 
by setting a corresponding digital signal 

Same procedure has been chosen to created events, digital signals to open and close 
different carriers, Figure 16 shows the Robotstudio window to create an event. 
 

 
Figure 15 Create an I/O digital signal window, ABB Robotstudio 
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4.1.8 Cushions Production Molds  
Molds are production forms built from aluminium and could be heated and warmed 
through a built in hot water pipe net so that the polyurethane reaction process can go 
smoothly as in figure 17 

 
Figure 16 Create an event window, ABB Robotstudio 

 
Figure 17 Volvo molds of (a) backseat 100% volume (b) front seat 50% volume 
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Molds are carried by carriers in which those carriers are moving on the production 
track conveyor. Some of the molds are 50% volume (front seat cushion) such as the 
front seat’s mold so that a carrier can be loaded with two or three 50% molds; some 
other molds such as backseat molds are 100% volume (backseat cushion) so that a 
carrier can be loaded with only one 100% mold, look at figure 18 for different style of 
carriers loads. 

4.1.9 Carriers of Molds 

Carriers are used to carry different molds models on the production track and they are 
174x86x(30+30) cm and the distance between carriers in the queue on the production 
conveyor is 25cm. in the production line we work on, there exist 30 carriers   
Carriers can carry one 100% mold, two 50% or in other cases three 50% as shown in 

 
Figure 18 Volvo 100% & 50% molds carried by carriers on production track 

  

 
Figure 19 Carriers on the conveyor and carrying molds in open position 
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figure 19 in which those carriers are used not only to carry molds but also to close 
them when it is the time for reaction of polyurethane components; and to open those 
molds whenever that reaction is done completely which it takes 5.2 minutes. 

4.1.10 Setting up and calibrating the workcell  

Based on Purtech production requirements and the onsite actual workcell, it is possi-
ble now to create a virtual workcell in Robotstudio; and to include all items that are 
affecting the simulation of spraying release agent process, look at figure20 which 
shows the virtual spray workcell. 

 
Figure 20 Multiple Viewpoints of the virtual spray workcell 
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4.1.11 Robot for release agent spraying 
The most important factors that should be investigated prior to go forward with se-
lecting a robot for any given application are: 

1. Type of task 
2. Configuration 
3. Total axes of robot 
4. Robot’s drive system 
5. Programming method 
6. Type of control system 

For spraying application, a minimum of six axes is recommended to provide maxi-
mum reachability and the control system should support continuous path; while the 
light payload of release agent spray pistol which weight less than 1 kilogram is making 
an ABB 2400 robot a possible selectable robot. 

4.1.12 Reachibility and Positioning of Carriers/Molds 
Reachibility is a main issue when designing of robot workcell which requires that the 
ABB 2400 robot should be able to reach and cover all the paths/points of the spray 
process on different mold models; and for that reason; rotating of carriers with 20 

degrees upward will increase the robot reachibility while the carriers are opened with 
80 degrees so that the upper half of the mold will face the robot spray pistol, figure21 
shows how a carrier is rotated and positioned in the workcell. 

4.1.13 The Production Conveyor and Sensor 
The production conveyor is 1000 mm wide while the upper surface is bent with 20 
degrees which gives the conveyor two side heights of 52 and 83 cm respectively. The 
speed of conveyor is 100 mm per second which equals the speed of the production 
line while the minimum distance between the conveyor and the ABB 2400 robot base 

 
Figure 21 Orientation view of the carrier/mold  
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centre is 1000 mm, figure 22 shows how and where the conveyor is located and posi-
tioned in the workcell. 

The conveyor is equipped with a sensor that tells the robot system whenever a centre 
point of a carrier has arrived to 90 cm left of the robot base centre then the robot will 
react with an appropriate action, figure 23 shows where the conveyor sensor is located 
and positioned in the workcell. 

 

 
Figure 22 Location of Conveyor Sensor 

 
Figure 23 Orientation view of conveyor 
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4.1.14 The Spray Pistol 
The spraying of release agent involves applying wax mainly on two surfaces of any 
given mold; they are called lower and upper surfaces, so that two TCP are recom-
mended to equip the robot so that the robot can change in between them for better 
reachibility as well as faster and easier spray process. 
Two TCPs means that that the tool can move in between two positions where the 
first to be called forward spray position while the second is called the upwards spray position, 
figure 24 shows how the tool is mounted in the robot and the different positions 
which tool can be set to. 
Current situation: the tool is equipped with ABB 2400 robot shown in figure but the 
current robot program works only with one single position; which means less efficient 
robot reachibility. 
The release agent is applied only when a signal is given by RAPID instruction MoveL-
Sync which is used to move the tool centre point (TCP) linearly to a given destination 

while the specified RAPID procedure of spray start or stop is executed at the middle 
of the corner path in the destination point) 

4.2 Second Step: Graphical Offline Programming of the RA 
Spraying Process 

To simulate a process, it involves simulation of complex robot inverse kinematics. 
Robot kinematics: manufacturers of industrial robot worldwide are currently design-
ing and producing simulation software specifically designed to their own robots, for 
example the Robotguide for Fanuc robotics and the Robotstudio for ABB robotics, 
etc. These software applications are capable of importing 3D models of robot cell, 
different models of robots, workpiece in order to generate the desired path in a virtual 
3D workspace.  

 
Figure 24 Spray pistol moves in between two TCP positions 
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4.2.1 Selecting Graphical Software to Simulate Spray Process 
ABB Robotstudio has been selected to simulate the process due to fact that it is pos-
sible to work on a virtual robot in order to simulate the trajectory and the sequence of 
robot’s movement in order to verify the robot reachibility, and also to detect and 
warn against possible collisions [17], another reason is that all robots at Purtech are 
ABB.  
During the simulation, when a given joint reaches its limit, the robot will not continue 
to move and instead it will stop the execution of the movement along the trajectory. 
In this situation, orientations of some points on the trajectory have to be adjusted or 
the workpiece position has to be changed to reach all points on the path [8-9]. In 
spraying process, using of simulation software applications is increasingly popular.  

4.2.2 Spraying Release Agent 
Industrial ABB Robot 2400 is used to spray wax using of spraying tool which is 
mounted on the sixth axis of the robot and does has two basic spray directions; each 
is pointing towards a different surface that represents an inner surface of the mold in 
open position. The distance of the spray tool TCP point is always kept 30cm away 
from the target surface to get a best possible spread of wax.  

4.2.3 Creating a spray path  
Robot should finish spraying wax onto all molds’ inner surfaces for every one com-
plete carrier (no matter whether the carrier contains one 100% mold, two 50% molds 
or three 50% molds) in 17.4 seconds; so it is considered as a basic requirement in re-
lease agent spraying process at Purtech, figure 25 shows how the trajectory is distrib-
uted 

Reason behind the time period constraint of 17.4 sec. is that in order for a carrier 
which moves on the production track with speed of 100mm/sec to complete moving 
a distance equals the length of the carrier (1740 mm) so it takes 17.4 seconds to finish 
that distance as seen in figure 26. 

 
Figure 25 Possible release agent spraying trajectory  
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As soon as a middle point of a new carrier arrived at a predefined position located 
90cm left of robot’s base centre point, then the sensor there will send a new strobe 
signal to connect a trajectory to the arriving carrier as in figure27. 

The trajectory then will be connected to that carrier and will move in the same speed 
and direction o f the carrier speed, this mechanism will assure that all surfaces will get 
sprayed as per the path design. 

 
Figure 26 Spray trajectories synchronized with motion mechanism  

 
Figure 27 Spray trajectory, the connect mechanism 
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4.2.4 Following a spray path  
The robot should follow a predefined trajectory, spray at pre specified parts of that 
path and consequently the robot should finish in 17.4 seconds. 
When allocating robtargets and bring the robot to follow the correspondent path, it is 
necessary to synchronous 6 parameters: 

1- Allocating a robot TCP to use in moving to a robtarget.  
2- Allocating of robot precision of approaching a robtarget. 
3- Type of robot motion (linear, joint or may be linearly synchrounsly) 
4- Speed of the robot TCP tip (A company requirement) 
5- Reachibility to that robtarget (Position and orientation of a robtarget). 
6- Trying to keep a robtarget 30cm perpendicular on the targeted surface as pos-

sible. 
The 5th parameter of reachibility is the most headaches out here, due to fact that the 
whole system is moving, the carrier is moving, the trajectory is moving and the rob-
targets is moving as well, so in order for a robtarget to be reachable by the robot, it 
requires a specific robot speed with specific TCP. 
Suppose a specific robtarget is fixed in the trajectory, then there exist several scenarios 
as below: 
If the robot isn’t fast enough moving to that robtarget, keep in mind that the whole 
system is moving, then it is highly possible that this robtarget is become non reach-
able. 
Even if the robot is fast approaching a robtarget, while using the TCP that is not 
specified to this robtarget, it is highly possible that this robtarget is become non 
reachable; figure28 shows two examples of how a robot could miss robtargets. 

 

 
Figure 28 Mechanism to control a following of a spray path 
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4.2.5 Joints configuration Problem 
The conveyor workobject is moving in the same speed and direction of the carrier, 
therefore a problematic consequence will appear; it is impossible to fix robot joints 
configuration for all spray robtargets that are moving along with the conveyor 
workobject. 

4.2.6 Joints configuration Solution 
Solution: The most reliable solution was to turn off the offline joint configuration 
(using of instruction ConfL/off); instead robot virtual controller will configure the 
joints during jogging (when the virtual controller become online). 
Robotstudio is supporting ‘configuration during jogging by using of instruction ConfL 
or ConfJ which means it isn’t necessary to fix robot  joints configuration prior jog-
ging, instead, configuration is left until goes online so the joints will be automatically 
configured if there exist a configuration. 

4.2.7 Collision Avoidance 
An important notice is that the trajectory can be considered as a carrier oriented, it is 
not a mold oriented. 
For the sake of enhancing the simulation and the final robot program, and to verify 
that the spray pistol tip is 300mm perpendicular on the targeted surface as possible, so 
that collision detection set of tests are performed between the spray pistol and the 
targeted molds surfaces. 

After running the collision detection test: 

 If the perpendicular distance is becoming less than 28cm or more than 32cm 
then a yellow warning is issued. 

 As soon as the perpendicular distance is becoming less than 23cm or more 
than 370mm, then a red warning is issued. 

4.3 Description of the programmed trajectory 
The spray pistol is moving 300mm perpendicular on the targeted surface of a given 
mold in which every two adjacent lines in the path is 30cm so that the flat spray area 
is covering areas around the spray lines, look at figure 29 which shows how the flat 
spray of release agent been applied to coat the whole mold’s inner surfaces with thin 
film.   
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The release agent applied with very thin coating, this will introduce many advantages. 
Advantages include easily removal of moulds, clean forms, nearly no holes in moulds, 
and a very high savings in the consumed release agent quantities and the cost. Keep in 
mind that it is recommended to apply less of release agent in order to avoid polluting 
environment, Figure 30 shows how could a flat spray distributes release agent in wider 
area with thin film. 

 
Figure 29 Effect of spray trajectory  

 
Figure 30 Illustration of release agent spray distribution 
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5 Results and Discussion 

The simulation of release agent spraying process will be driven; all parts, equipments, 
tools and robot in workcell are virtually positioned as in reality, all measurements and 
timing of parameters of those parts and equipments are virtually reflected and kept. 

5.1 Results of the Simulated Process 

The simulation has been driven with conveyor speed of 100mm/second and 4 carriers 
have been inserted into the simulation and set over the production conveyor in which 
the conveyor is moving left to right with respect to robot base position; the first in-
coming carrier is carrying a mold of 100% volume (belongs to specific Volvo car 
backseat), second is carrying molds mix of 50% volume (belongs to specific Volvo car 
front seat), third is carrying a mold of 100% volume (belongs to specific Volvo car 
backseat) while the forth is carrying molds mix of 50% volume (belongs to specific 
Volvo car front seat). 
Each different carrier/mold combination has different trajectory of spraying based on 
the geometry of the inner surfaces. 

1- When the simulation started, the conveyor moved towards robot, figure 31.  

2- First incoming carrier is opening; timing is correct. No conflict, figure 32. 

 
Figure 31 Conveyor moves 

 
Figure 32 Carrier is Opening 
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3- After a while, Robot moved to start position/orientation (belongs to a 
workobject which is not connected to any path), figure 33. 

4- Conveyor is in moving situation, Robot is in wait situation 
5- As soon as carrier’s midpoint arrived at the conveyor/spray sensor, strobe is 

set; a correspondent path is connected to the incoming carrier, figure 34. 

6- Immediately, robot reacted and started to move on the path, figure 35. 

 
Figure 33 robot moves to start pose 

 
Figure 34 Path is getting connected 

 
Figure 35 Robot is moving toward spraying trajectory 
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7- Robot started spraying onto the inner surfaces of molds with 30cm perpen-
dicular distance to the targeted surface, figure 36. 

 

8- Robot is changing over TCP and tool position whenever changing the spray 
surface in-between upper and lower surfaces of a mold. Changing TCP is 
went well, no sign of conflict, figure 37. 

9- Conveyor is in moving situation, Robot is in move and spray situation 
10- Process is done synchronously, No sign of conflicts or failure 
11- After covering all molds’ inner surfaces of the incoming carrier, robot moved 

to start position/orientation (belongs to a workobject which is not connected 
to any path), figure 38. 

 
Figure 36 Robot is spraying release agent on lower surface  

 
Figure 37 changing TCP to spray upper surface 

 
Figure 38 Robot is finishing and moving back to start pose 
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12- Path is dropped as in figure 39. 

13- The served carrier is closing; timing is as per design. No conflict. 
14- After a while, the second incoming carrier is opening; timing is as per design. 

No conflict, look at figure 40. 
15- As soon as carrier’s midpoint arrived at the conveyor/spray sensor; strobe is 

set; a correspondent path is connected to the incoming carrier. 

16- Immediately, robot reacted and started to move on the path. 
17- Robot started spraying onto the inner surfaces of molds with 30cm perpen-

dicular distance to the targeted surface. 
18- Robot is changing over TCP and tool position whenever changing the spray 

surface in-between upper and lower surfaces of a mold. Changing TCP has 
went well, no sign of conflict. 

19- Conveyor is in moving situation, Robot is in move and spray situation 
20- Process is done synchronously, No sign of conflicts or failure 

 

Fig 

Figure 39 dropping a path after performing a carrier spray 

 
Figure 40 closing the served carrier while opening the next carrier 
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21- After covering all molds’ inner surfaces of the incoming carrier, robot moved 
to start position/orientation (belongs to a workobject which is not connected 
to any path). 

22- Path is dropped. 
23- The served carrier is closing; timing is as per design. No conflict. 
24- After a while, the third incoming carrier is opening; timing is as per design. No 

conflict 
25- As soon as carrier’s midpoint arrived at the conveyor/spray sensor; strobe is 

set; a correspondent path is connected to the incoming carrier. 
26- Immediately, robot reacted and started to move on the path. 
27- Robot started spraying onto the inner surfaces of molds with 30cm perpen-

dicular distance to the targeted surface. 
28- Robot is changing over TCP and tool position whenever changing the spray 

surface in-between upper and lower surfaces of a mold. Changing TCP is 
went well, no sign of conflict. 

29- Conveyor is in moving situation, Robot is in move and spray situation 
30- Process is done synchronously, No sign of conflicts or failure 
31- After covering all molds’ inner surfaces of the incoming carrier, robot moved 

to start position/orientation (belongs to a workobject which is not connected 
to any path). 

32- Path is dropped. 
33- The served carrier is closing; timing is as per design. No conflict. 
34- After a while, the forth incoming carrier is opening; timing is as per design. 

No conflict 
35- As soon as carrier’s midpoint arrived at the conveyor/spray sensor; strobe is 

set; a correspondent path is connected to the incoming carrier. 
36- Immediately, robot reacted and started to move on the path. 
37- Robot started spraying onto the inner surfaces of molds with 30cm perpen-

dicular distance to the targeted surface. 
38- Robot is changing over TCP and tool position whenever changing the spray 

surface in-between upper and lower surfaces of a mold. Changing TCP is 
went well, no sign of conflict. 

39- Conveyor is in moving situation, Robot is in move and spray situation 
40- Process is done synchronously, No sign of conflicts or failure 
41- After covering all molds’ inner surfaces of the incoming carrier, robot moved 

to start position/orientation (belongs to a workobject which is not connected 
to any path). 

42- Path is dropped. 
43- The served carrier is closing; timing is as per design. No conflict. 
44- Simulation stopped exactly at the designed point. 

 

Four carriers that are carrying different combinations of molds all have gone through 
the simulated process of release agent spraying without serious sign of failure or con-
flict.   

After success in the simulation; A RAPID robot program is ready for downloading 
into the controller of ABB 2400 spray robot, calibration is done prior to run onsite. 
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5.2 Discussion 
Few notices need to be pointed out and discussed to reach proper understanding on 
how to develop the release agent spray process in general and in Purtech: 

5.2.1 Discussion 1 
There exist many complex geometrical sub surfaces and sharp corners in the targeted 
inner surfaces of molds; so the reachibility here is an issue; 

1- Some companies have been seen using two robot for release agent spraying 
but they are not enough to cover those complex geometry in the sub surfaces 
so a worker is employed only spray manually on those complex sub surfaces. 

2- Some companies are using top positioned robots in order to get better 
reachibility but still using manual worker to spray complex sub surfaces. 

It is quite clear that using robots with better reachibility could overcome this problem; 
or robots with higher degree of freedom than six can improve the reliability of the 
process. 
It has been seen even in our simulation that some complex geometrical sub surfaces 
are impossible to reach them linearly so that a complex method is used to overcome 
this problem that involving modifying the pistol speed. 

5.2.2 Discussion 2 
Changing the tool TCP require a fine point prior to change, delay time is seen when 
approaching a fine point and also during the change of tool position; company Pur-
tech is neglecting the usage of dual tool positions when spraying lower and upper 
surfaces of molds due to the fact delay time is not acceptable here; time is extremely 
hard and process should be done in 17.4 seconds. 
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6 Adaption of Spraying Paths to Varia-
tion in Production Speed 

Spraying of release agent until now has been graphically programmed based on fixed 
production speed (conveyor speed) so that spraying of one complete carrier should be 
accomplished in 17.4 seconds. 

6.1 Problem of Modifying the Production Speed 
In order for the offline program to be more realistic so it is recommended to react in 
a proper way to any variation or increasing in the production speed, but increasing the 
production speed will leave impacts and consequences as below: 

1. Different production speed means that the spraying path will be moved with 
different speed so that the robtargets get configured while system is on jog-
ging, therefore a highly possible to reach out of position or no configuration 
found situation.  

2. A variation in the production speed is affecting the spraying allowed time of a 
carrier (a formula is connecting the relation between the variation in produc-
tion speed and the spraying allowed time per carrier).  

3. A variation in spraying allowed time of a carrier is affecting how fast the robot 
is moving on the spraying path (tcp_speed) (a formula is connecting the rela-
tion between the spraying allowed time per carrier and the robot speed when 
moving on the spraying path) 

4. The time consumed during the change in spraying pistol’s positions will not 
be affected. 

5. The time consumed during a fine point approach will not be affected. 

6.2 Developing Method 
The following method is programmed and applied in the offline programming so it 
will be embedded in RAPID. 
If the production speed is increased with 10%, from 100mm/s up to 110mm/s so the 
spraying allowed time for a carrier will be decreased from 17.4 down to: 
New spraying allowed time for a carrier = carrier length / new production speed = 1740mm/110 
= 15.8 seconds. 

If the allowed spraying time per carrier is decreased from 17.4 down to 15.8 sec-
onds so the robot speed (tcp_speed) should compensate the loss in time by increasing 
the speed of moving on the spraying path. 

if the same robtargets will be used in the path then the relation here will not be as 
linear as the previous one, the path is connected to the carrier and moving forward, 
the path distance is varying based on many factors (on jogging configuration of joints 
is varying in every change in production speed), the consumed time during the change 
of the spraying pistol’s positions and during a fine point approach will be the same 
and will be added on, so the resulted relation will be:  
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New_tcp_speed (at_new_prodution_speed) = ((New Production Speed / 100mm/s) + (consumed 
time / spraying allowed time for a carrier at new production speed))* tcp_speed 
(at_100mm/sec_prodution_speed)  
= (110/100 + 1.4/17.4)* tcp_speed (at_100mm/sec_prodution_speed = (1.1 + 
1.8/15.8)* tcp_speed (at_100mm/sec_prodution_speed = 1.2* tcp_speed 
(at_100mm/sec_prodution_speed)  

6.3 Result 
Three different production speeds have been simulated in the offline programs based 
on the developed method: 

1. First simulation, a production speed of 105mm/s (5% increase in the produc-
tion speed) 

2. Second simulation, a production speed of 110mm/s (10% increase in the pro-
duction speed) 

3. Third simulation, a production speed of 125mm/s (25% increase in the pro-
duction speed) 

The developed method is applied to calculate: 
 New allowed time for spraying a carrier 

New spraying allowed time for a carrier = carrier to carrier length / new pro-
duction speed  

 New tcp speed of robot to move on spraying path. 
New_tcp_speed (at_new_prodution_speed) = ((New Production Speed / 
100mm/s) + (consumed time / spraying allowed time for a carrier at new 
production speed))* tcp_speed (at_100mm/sec_prodution_speed)  

6.3.1 First Simulation  
New spraying allowed time = 1740mm/105 = 16.6 seconds. 
New_tcp_speed (at_105mm/s_prodution_speed) = (105/100 + 1.4/16.6)* 
tcp_speed_at_100mm/s = (1.05 + 0.08)* tcp_speed_at_100mm/s = 1.13* 
tcp_speed_at_100mm/s 
The new tcp speed has been calculated by the offline program based on the above 
equations which has been inserted in these programs so the results after simulation 
were: 
 All the robtargets have been reached by robot; and the on jogging configura-

tion tool have succeed in configuring all robots joints while jogging the robot. 
 The robot has finished spraying the carrier within the target time within 16.6 

seconds. 

6.3.2 Second Simulation 
New spraying allowed time = 1740mm/110 = 15.8 seconds. 
New_tcp_speed (at_105mm/s_prodution_speed) = (110/100 + 1.4/15.8)* 
tcp_speed_at_100mm/s = 1.2* tcp_speed_at_100mm/s 
The new tcp speed has been calculated by the offline program based on the above 
equations which has been inserted in these programs so the results after simulation 
were: 
 All the robtargets have been reached by robot; and the on jogging configura-

tion tool have succeed in configuring all robots joints while jogging the robot. 
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 The robot has finished spraying the carrier within the target time within 15.8 
seconds. 

6.3.3 Third Simulation 
New spraying allowed time = 1740mm/125 = 13.9 seconds. 
New_tcp_speed (at_125mm/s_prodution_speed) = (125/100 + 1.4/13.9)* 
tcp_speed_at_100mm/s = 1.35* tcp_speed_at_100mm/s 
The new tcp speed has been calculated by the offline program based on the above 
equations which has been inserted in these programs so the results after simulation 
were: 
 All the robtargets have been reached by robot; and the on jogging configura-

tion tool have succeed in configuring all robots joints while jogging the robot. 
 The robot has finished spraying the carrier within the target time within 13.9 

seconds. 

6.4 Achievement and Conclusion 
After locating the problem, assessing that problem, developing a method to solve that 
problem and simulating & testing the method on different production, the following 
conclusion has been reached: 

1. Effect of the variation in the production speed has been investigated and then 
simulated. 

2. The developed method and equations has proved ability to solve that issue by 
simulating three different variations in the production speed, 105, 110 and 
125mm/s. 

3. A final word is that the adaption of the offline spraying programs to the varia-
tion in the production is solved. 
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7 Conclusion 

The offline programming is increasingly used in the field of release agent spraying 
process. Accurate offline programs are needed to ensure the desired thickness of re-
lease agent film and the distribution of the film over the molds to get an easier de-
molding while avoiding environmental exposure. 

Different methods has been used for 3D modeling of parts, equipments, tool and 
robot of the release agent spraying workcell as a first step into creation a simulated 
spray process: 

 All required digital signals are successfully created. 
 Creating required mechanism in conveyor, in spraying tool and in the different 

carriers 
 Creating events for changing in between different poses in spraying tool, clos-

ing and opening carriers. 
 Variation in production speed has been solved in the offline programming. 

A graphical offline programming is implemented to spraying process in which:  

 A complex spraying trajectories has been graphically generated 
 These trajectories has also been optimized according to the ‘on jogging’ in-

verse kinematic calculation,  
 The spraying pistol tip is kept 300mm vertical to the targeted surfaces.  
 Speed of the spraying pistol is changed on sharp ends to be adapted to the 

complex geometrical sub surfaces. 

The release agent spraying process has been successfully simulated and graphically 
visualized; different paths are built to reflect the changeable geometrical sub surfaces 
in each mold. 

 A method has been developed and its equations have been embedded as a 
RAPID code in spraying program to adapt those spraying program to varia-
tion in production speed, the method proved ability by simulating three dif-
ferent variations in the production speeds 105, 110 and 125mm/s. 

 The simulation of spraying process is successfully kept one of the main 
Purtech conditions (17.4 seconds spraying time for each carrier). 

 A well structured ABB robot RAPID program is produced to reflect that sim-
ulated process. 

7.1 Future Work and Research 
Investigating possibilities of using controllable pressure of release agent spray directly 
from the offline program. This method will solve problem of non homogeneous final 
produced film due to fact that while spraying of complex geometrical surfaces; the 
spray pistol needs to lower or higher the speed in those complex geometrical areas in 
order to synchronous spray process with conveyor speed, a controllable pressure of 
release agent spraying could be integrated in the offline programming tool to provide 
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lower the pressure when the tcp speed got lowered and vice versa so that the 
Homogeneousity of those area will be improved. 

7.2 This feature will be indeed helpful to catch out a better 
robot path to improve the quality of the spraying proc-
ess.Critical Discussion 

If I could go back in time to the start point in my thesis, I would choose to build a 
combined synchronized simulation for both of spray process and also for the process 
of installing cushions clips with specific positions and orientations into their corre-
spondent holes in molds; the last process is getting performed just prior to spray 
process in the production line, synchronizing two sequential processes is a matter to 
me.  

7.3 Generalization of the result 
The simulated process of release agent spraying could be beneficial to wide range of 
industries that are dealing with manufacturing of rubber products, cushions and plas-
tic products as long as there is a requirement for de-molding a final product from 
molds, especially to those industries that are using ABB robots. 
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